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Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

But that was because senseless tears kept on ____________ to my eyes,
do what I would.
1.

(rise)

Most of them are impatient for the snow to fall, as then they anticipate
____________ themselves in a game of snow-ball.
2.

(enjoy)

I do not know whether you will consider me a very troublesome man, but I
have just finished your book, and cannot resist ____________ you how the
whole has much interested me.

3.

(tell)

Papa said he recollected ____________ the party land, and all the
circumstances of the case.
4.

(see)

Our philosophers themselves avoid ____________ on it, as on all which is
fundamental in our institutions.
5.

(touch)

I resolved a long time ago to try to avoid ____________ with literary people
and to live with all sorts of human beings-with people who didn't know or care
whether or not I was a writer.

6.

(live)

England owes me a sixpence with interest from date, for I gave the woman
a shilling, and the coach contrived to start or the woman timed it so that I just
missed ____________ my change.

7.

(get)

To his amazement, the door swung inward of its own weight, and, before
he could check himself, he had to take a step within to escape
____________.

8.

(fall)

I have become crippled since coming to America, and I enjoy
____________ very much indeed.
9.

(read)

She fancied him ____________ himself against the base charge with all
the determination of his manly nature.
10.

(defend)

Thus the window frames, the iron-work, the doors, shutters, and wooden
fittings were all derived from sanctioned ____________, presents from his
customers, and good ones, carefully chosen.

11.

(pilfer)
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They were soon deeper in the yielding swamp than was quite safe, and
the leader was forced to suggest ____________ without their prize.
12.

(return)

When he noticed this, he continued talking to the girl on the left, and the
tree kept on ____________ lower, until at last it was down as it had been at
first.

13.

(sink)

Avoid ____________, by breathing through the nose.14. (snore)

I wonder if you, as a banker, would mind ____________ me.15. (advise)

He earnestly entreated Alexander to avoid ____________ himself.16.
(expose)

If he desired to leave them alone, what was to prevent him ____________
off and obliging every one of his warriors to go with him?
17.

(ride)

They worried him more than he wanted to admit, and for a second he
considered ____________ out a call for help.
18.

(send)

We cannot escape any more than a man can escape ____________ who
falls into the sea and has neglected to learn to swim.
19.

(drown)

Would that girl be strong enough to deny, to deny and to keep on
____________?
20.

(deny)
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